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Levels of outcomes
Institutional outcomes 

Programme outcomes

Course outcomes
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From institutional outcomes to 

programme outcomes

What do we need to consider?
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Points to consider:
� The institutional outcomes (OUHK graduate attributes)

� The Qualifications Framework: general descriptors in all 
four domains:

� Knowledge and intellectual skills

� Processes

� Application, autonomy and accountability

� Communication, IT and numeracy

� What do you expect graduates of your specific 
programme will achieve in terms of:

� Academic aspects

� Professional aspects, if relevant

� Other  aspects

� What standards should graduates reach?

� Can the programme really enable graduates to achieve 
what you expect?
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What do you expect graduates of your specific 

programme will achieve in terms of:

� Academic aspects
� Knowledge [functioning knowledge (Biggs)]

� Cognitive skills

� Other skills

� Professional aspects, if relevant
� professional competence (profession vs semi-profession)

� requirements of relevant professional bodies

� Other  aspects 
� generic skills

� attitudes 

� ability for further studies (?)
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Programme aims and outcomes

Aims: 

• The broad intentions of a programme, i.e. what the 
lecturer plans to do for the students and how.

Intended learning outcomes:

� describe what the students should be able to 
demonstrate, in terms of particular knowledge, 
skills and attitudes, by the end of the programme.
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Example of programme aim

This programme aims at equipping students with 
theoretical and analytical tools to understand and 
examine China and Hong Kong from the perspectives 
of history, politics, sociology and economics.
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Example of programme aim
This programme aims to develop in learners the
ability to:

• Critically evaluate advanced literature in the relevant 
areas;

• Reflect on the significance of the concepts and theories 
in the courses for practice;

• Identify problems and questions in areas of interest, 
and design research strategies to deal with them.
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Programme outcomes: an example  

On successful completion of the XXX programme, 
students should be able to:

� Identify and analyse problems and issues related to 
applied biology and chemistry.

� Utilize the fundamental concepts and principles in 
biology and chemistry.

� Generate ideas through analysing and evaluating 
contemporary chemical and biological information.

� Develop and judge …

� Apply … etc.
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Confusing aims and outcomes 

1 Objectives 

The XXX programme is designed to provide:

(a) a comprehensive knowledge of …

(b) specialized training in …

(c)  in-depth knowledge of the following areas ….        

2  The YYY programme has the following objectives:
(a) to help learners to master …
(b) to offer learners …

(c) to equip learners with …
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How to develop programme outcomes 

You can start by asking yourself questions, such as: 

� What do I want my students to know and be able to do by the end of 
this programme? 

− academic knowledge and skills

− professional knowledge and skills

− general competencies e.g. ‘lifelong learners,  ‘international outlook’

� In what settings will they be able to use this learning? 

� What will they need to do to demonstrate how well they have 
achieved these outcomes?
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How to develop programme outcomes

Then express the intended learning 
outcomes (ILOs) clearly in 
operational terms using action 
verbs to show what students have to 
do.
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Examples and ‘non-examples’ of 

action verbs

� analyse’, ‘apply’, ‘compare/contrast’, ‘synthesize’, 
‘criticize’,  ‘explain reasons’, ‘justify’, ‘solve’, ‘evaluate’, 
‘create’, ‘formulate’, ‘hypothesize’, ‘reflect’, etc. 

� Words such as ‘know’, ‘understand’, ‘appreciate’ tend 
to be rather vague – so try to avoid them if possible. 
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Useful taxonomies (for cognitive learning) 

Bloom

− Knowledge 
− Comprehension
− Application
− Analysis 
− Synthesis
− Evaluation
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Useful taxonomies (for cognitive learning)

Biggs

− Memorizing

− Note-taking

− Recognizing

− Applying 

− Generating

− Reflecting

− Theorizing
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A manageable number of outcomes

In general, the fewer outcomes specified for a 
programme the better, as this makes it easier to 
relate them to teaching and assessment. So they 
should be broad statements of key areas of 
learning. 
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Group work

� Each School/LiPACE is provided with parts of two or three programme 
documents, showing the aims and objectives of the programmes.

� For each document, discuss and re-write, where necessary:

� Programme aims

� Programme learning outcomes

noting that:

� aims should be broad and general;

� learning outcomes should be learner-centred, use action verbs,  be 
aligned with aims, and be achievable and assessable.

� Present any revised aims and learning outcomes. If the existing aims and 
programme learning outcomes are good already, explain  why you think so. 
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Course outcomes

Similar to programme outcomes in several respects, e.g.

� the distinction between course aims and outcomes;

� keeping the number of outcomes manageable.

BUT

� course learning outcomes should be more specific to 
the theories, concepts and skills etc. in the course
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Programme and course outcomes: 

a comparison
Programme outcome:

� apply theories of learning and teaching in pre-primary education 
settings by creating and implementing appropriate learning 
experiences 

Course (in the programme) outcome:

� apply different approaches to music education for designing and 
implementing a variety of music and movement activities for children 
in pre-primary education settings
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Course aims and outcomes: example (1)

Aim: 

Course XXX will help to train you in implementing 
environmental management and auditing procedures 
in the workplace.

Outcome: 

Upon successful completion of this course, you should 
be able to:

� implement an environmental management system 
and audit, and evaluate its effectiveness.
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Course aims and outcomes: example (2)

Aim: 

Course XXX aims to provide you with a solid foundation 
of knowledge of … the issue of police power and 
accountability …

Outcome: 

Upon successful completion of this course, you should 
be able to:

� explain the issues of police powers and accountability 
and how these are dealt with in the Hong Kong 
Police.
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Course aims and outcomes: example (3)

Aim: 

Course XXX aims to equip you with the analytical skills 
to solve problems that involve investments

Outcome: 

Upon successful completion of this course, you should 
be able to:

� evaluate investments in productive assets.
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Course aims and outcomes: example (4)

Aim: 

Course XXX aims to … provide learners with knowledge 
of the structure and operations of primary/secondary 
schools.

Outcome:

Upon successful completion of this course, you should 
be able to:

� analyse the functions of schools and their 
relationships with the community.
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Progression and level

� Foundation level courses might focus mainly on 
developing understanding and skills;

� Middle/higher level on critical understanding and the 
application of skills 

– but even for lower-level courses, some higher-level 
activities should be included.
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Relating courses outcomes to programme 

outcomes

� In developing course outcomes, you need to pay 
attention to programme outcomes, and indicate what 
each course contributes to fulfilling them.

� For this purpose, you can use a curriculum map. 
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Curriculum map 

Programme outcomes Course A Course B Course C Optional 
Courses???

√ √ √

√

√ √

√

√ √

√

√ √
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Flexibility in teaching methods

No prescribed teaching method – but a principle: 

� Which teaching and learning methods are most likely 
to be effective in helping students to achieve the 
learning outcomes? 

Obviously, whatever methods are used, opportunities
have to be provided in the courses for students to 
attain the outcomes.
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A range of methods

Some methods may be more suitable for building up subject knowledge 
while others contribute more to developing generic skills. 

� Lectures (interactive?)

� Tutorials (including, e.g. group discussion, student 
presentations/debates/role play)

� Laboratory work/experiments

� Fieldwork/practicums 

� Simulations 

� Self-directed learning.
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